THE ANDREW MONROE MEMORIAL
SOCCER SCHOLARSHIP
This scholarship is available to senior soccer players in Sarasota County who will
be receiving their high school diploma in the spring of 2021.
A Letter of acceptance to a college, university or technical Institute must be
provided by May 30th to be eligible and can be provided along with the essay if
already accepted.
The check will not be issued until this proof is provided by the respective winners.
The typed essay must be emailed to Stacey Monroe at stmonroe_1@yahoo.com
and received by April 1, 2021, no exceptions.
The winner will be selected by a committee chaired by Stacey Monroe.
Please check one of the boxes and INCLUDE this page with essay:

Playing Soccer in College
Not Playing Soccer in College

Player Legal Name: ______________________________________ M/F ______
Address:______________________City:_________________ST:___Zip:______
Home Phone: ____________________ Parents Phone: ____________________
Player Cell Phone: ________________ Parent’s Cell Phone: _________________

Institution attending:__________________________________________________
Address of Institution: _________________________________________________

THE ANDREW MONROE MEMORIAL
SOCCER SCHOLARSHIP
Please write a 1 page essay on how you emulate several of the traits
that defined Andrew during his life and why you deserve this
scholarship.

These are the personal skills and attributes which Andrew possessed in his
character and personality:

1. The ability to show true compassion to those less fortunate than himself and to
act on that compassion.
2. The ability to generate total and unequivocal respect amongst his peers and
teammates for himself without even being aware he was doing so.
3. The ability to Captain his teammates with maturity, grounded common sense,
intelligence and charisma.
4. The ability to master the art of his studies in conjunction with sports without
ever neglecting one for the other.
5. The ability to generate laughter, camaraderie and inclusiveness amongst all
those he spent time with..
6. He demonstrated and put into successful action the following phrase:
“That being the best you can be is good, nevertheless if you can propel that
belief into taking it further than you expected, by total commitment,
determined work and devote endless time to a topic, you shall shine.”

